


SON DE MAR
Length: 45.00 metres (147' 8")
Beam: 8.36 metres (27' 5")
Draft: 2.9 metres (9' 6")
Number of Guests: 12
Number of Crew: 7
Built: 2019
Builder: Odisej, Croatia
Flag: Croatia
Hull Construction: Steel
Hull Configuration: Displacement
 
Air conditioning, Deck Jacuzzi, WiFi connection on board

Brand new, 45 meter long custom built MSY Son de Mar is
created, owned and operated by experienced yacht charter
professionals. As a product of joined knowledge in yacht
building, interior woodwork and luxury yacht charter service,
Son de Mar is completed with exceptional crew whose
members have been working as a team for a longer time.
Persuasive combination of excellent service, superior
knowledge of sailing area and new yacht make MSY Son de
Mar mandatory suggestion when it comes to choosing the right
motor sailer in Adriatic. Warm wooden interior MSY Son de
Mar generates intimate atmosphere, as it is well-known area
of genuine, clear comfort. Airy and vast salon defined by neat
lines and balanced colors captures with pleasant,

sophisticated simplicity.Large dining table with comfy chairs
faces lounge areas.  The bar is placed in the front part of salon.
Up front from the salon is  spacious galley.Guests’ staterooms
are placed below deck; approached by two entrances from the
salon: front salon stairs lead to 4 staterooms (master, 2
doubles and 1 twin) while 2 double bed staterooms and sauna
placed in the aft are approached from the stairs in the back
area of the salon. Vast outdoor space: aft with dining table and
lounge area behind it, the front part of the main deck
comprises another lounge area with cocktail tables while
complete area of impressive sun deck is completely dedicated
to the enjoyment of guests; jacuzzi, bar, sunbathing and lounge
area – all is there – leaving enough space to be used as  dance
floor. Amazing crew of rand new, 45 meter long custom built
MSY Son De Mar is created, owned and operated by
experienced yacht charter professionals. As a product of joined
knowledge in yacht building, interior woodwork and luxury
yacht charter service, Son de Mar is completed with
exceptional crew whose members have been working as a
team for a longer time. Persuasive combination of excellent
service, superior knowledge of sailing area and new yacht
make MSY Son de Mar mandatory suggestion when it comes to
choosing the right motor sailer in Adriatic. Warm wooden
interior MSY Son de Mar generates intimate atmosphere, as it
is well-known area of genuine, clear comfort. Airy and vast
salon defined by neat lines and balanced colors captures with
pleasant, sophisticated simplicity.Large dining table with



KEY FEATURES

1 newly built yacht with exceptional crew, takes up to 12
guests in 6 staterooms

2 cost of fuel is included in charter fee

3 superb food, tailored menu

4 saunaspacious, bright, open air salon of 50m2

5 spacious aft area on main deck comprising al fresco
dining area and lounge area

6 sunbathing area in the front part of main deck

7 135 m 2 sun deck with jacuzziswimming platform

8 superb food, experienced crew, highly attentive and
welcoming service
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SPECIFICATIONS
ACCOMMODATION
Number of Guests: 12
Number of Cabins: 6
Cabin Configuration: 5 Double, 1 Twin
Bed Configuration: 5 King, 2 Single

EQUIPMENT
Engines: ENGINES: 2 x Cummins Q11 450 HP
GENERATORS: 1 x Janmar 35 Kw, 1x Fiat 65 Kw
Cruising Speed: 9 knots
Fuel Consumption: 60 Litres/Hr

WATERSPORTS
Tenders + Toys: TENDER: 5 m, 75 HP
Jet Ski, Waterski (adult & children), Wakeboard, Stand
up Paddle Board x 4, Tube, Donut, Fishing Gear,
Snorkeling equipment x 6



Disclaimer

This document is not contractual. All specifications are given in good faith and offered for informational purposes only. The publisher and company do not warrant or
assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information and/or images displayed. Yacht inventory, specifications
and charter prices are subject to change without prior notice. None of the text and/or images used in this brochure may be reproduced without written consent from the
publisher.


